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Picture the scene:
You have just had a manuscript accepted for publication!

What now?



Visibility of scientific research
Conducting research that has impact
• moving beyond awareness, driving change
• Requires your work to be visible

Publication alone limited in enhancing visibility
• Non-academic stakeholders
• Paywalls, time requirement



Where to promote your research?

Personal website, blog
Academia: 167 million academic/researchers1

ResearchGate: 20 million users2

Linkedin: 1.9 million academic users3 à

Twitter: 186 million active users4



Twitter & research dissemination

Breadth of reach
Accessibility
Speed of dissemination

Using twitter to promote your research

Breadth of (global) reach
Speed of dissemination
Accessibility
Improved impact

Schnitzler, K., Davies, N., Ross, F., & Harris, R. (2016). Using Twitter™ to drive 
research impact: a discussion of strategies, opportunities and challenges. International 
Journal of Nursing Studies, 59, 15-26.



Twitter & research dissemination

Breadth of reach
Accessibility
Speed of dissemination

Using twitter to promote your research

Breadth of (global) reach
Speed of dissemination
Accessibility
Improved impact

“[…]early tweet counts had a 
weak positive and significant 

association with the later citation 
counts (3.3%) and the probability 
of a paper being cited (21.1%)” 

(Dehdarirad, 2020, p.1)

Dehdarirad, T. (2020). Could early tweet counts predict later citation counts? A gender 
study in Life Sciences and Biomedicine (2014–2016). PloS one, 15(11), e0241723.



Your twitter profile
Simple, recognizable handle à
Recognizable photo à
Informative bio à
Link to personal websites à
Pin a tweet at the top à



Effective tweeting

Emphasise key informationà
@ organisations, collaborators à
Link to further information à
Infographics, screenshots help too
Use hashtags to widen your reach



Build your online network
Follow those with similar interests
Tweet regularly about your interests
• Use questions to generate discussion
• Highlight other relevant research, achievements
• Connect with hashtags 
• Engage in online chats 

Twitter is quick - time your tweets!



Activity 1: creating the tweetable abstract

The following slide shows an abstract of a recent study
In your breakout rooms (groups of 3) create a tweet to promote this 
study
Think about:
• What key information to include?
• How might you try to increase engagement?



*Screenshot this slide*

Task 1: Create a tweet to promote 
this study
• What key information to include?
• How else might you increase 

engagement?

Share in the chat afterwards

Crystal Lederhos Smith, Sara F. Waters, Danielle Spellacy, 
Ekaterina Burduli, Olivia Brooks, Cara L. Carty, Samantha 
Ranjo, Sterling McPherson & Celestina Barbosa-
Leiker (2021) Substance use and mental health in pregnant 
women during the COVID-19 pandemic, Journal of 
Reproductive and Infant 
Psychology, DOI: 10.1080/02646838.2021.1916815

https://doi.org/10.1080/02646838.2021.1916815


Activity 2: promoting your own research

Using a recent paper (it could be your own!)
In your group: 
• Discuss the key findings and design a tweet to promote it
• 10 minutes: 3 papers, 3 tweets

Afterwards: reflect on how easy this was? What was challenging?



Discussion

What went well?
What were the challenges?



In summary:

Maximise the visibility of your research
Think about your Twitter profile (‘business card’)
Include key information in your tweets
• @, # to engage & widen reach
• Use threads to expand, link research

Discuss, highlight research with others in your field
Enjoy it!

Dr Kayleigh Sheen
k.s.sheen@ljmu.ac.uk
@kayleighsheen
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